FACING REAL WORLD ENGINEERING CHALLENGES... IN THE LAB

The environment is increasingly being seen as one of the world’s most significant – and real - engineering challenges. But while climate change dominates the headlines, there are countless other ecological challenges being tackled by environmental engineers at regional, national and global levels.

One such engineer is Professor Ted Endreny of the SUNY ESF Department of Environmental Resources and Forest Engineering, who is currently carrying out research into the hydraulics of stream restoration.

Professor Endreny is well equipped to conduct this research; the university’s newly commissioned James M Hassett Laboratory for the study of hydrology and hydraulics features state-of-the-art teaching and research equipment, including an Armfield S6MkII 7.5 meter sediment circulating flume. The laboratory was named for Dr Hassett, recipient of numerous awards for excellence in teaching and research and, until recently, Chair of the SUNY ESF Department of Environmental Resources and Forest Engineering. The new laboratory will ensure that Dr Hassett’s legacy of promoting interest and advancement in the field of environmental and ecological engineering continues well into the future.

Having received funding from the National Science Foundation and US Environmental Protection Agency, the laboratory is now being used as part of the extensive research project led by Professor Endreny, which focuses on the analysis of in-channel stream restoration structures such as cross-vanes. The research is complemented by instrumented field studies, computational fluid dynamics modeling studies, and a range of practical flume experiments.

The research questions concerning in-channel structures were generated by river managers, who are investing millions of dollars in river restoration. The research aims to identify the parameters for a cross-vane design capable of reducing bank erosion, maintaining pool depths, and withstanding channel bed scour forces. Using the Armfield flume, the in-channel structure research is examining scour around cross-vanes, and how the scour location and rate changes according to the vane location in the pool-riffle sequence and the vane footer placement in a vertical or compounded streamwise direction.

Students in a PhD research program have been centrally involved in the research, and the outreach has targeted high-school science and math teachers interested in bringing university experimental data, on issues relevant to their students, into their classrooms.

The flume is already scheduled for a new set of experiments in mid-April, when colleagues in the Environmental and Forest Biology program begin analysis of how fish eggs move in different substrate types and flow depths. These questions were motivated by river managers in New York State who are interested in identifying optimal gravel types for restoration of degraded reaches of river with excessive scour and bedrock controls.

Professor Endreny concludes that these research projects are “wonderful examples of how the hydraulic tools designed by Armfield have assisted SUNY ESF examine real world ecological engineering challenges.”

For further information visit www.esf.edu/erfeg, where you can also make an online donation to support the development of the James M Hassett Laboratory.
**S16 Hydraulic Flow Demonstrator**

The S16 Hydraulic Flow Demonstrator is the ideal solution to classroom or laboratory-based hydraulic flow demonstration, offering unsurpassed visual displays of flow through both open channels and close conduits.

The extensive acrylic working section ensures that even a large group of students will clearly see the various flow phenomena - enabling the teacher to provide practical demonstrations at the same time as explaining the theory.

> more information - [www.armfield.co.uk/s16](http://www.armfield.co.uk/s16)
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**Introducing a new product range for HVAC**

The new Armfield RA Series is designed to demonstrate the principles behind modern heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems (HVAC). The series currently consists of two separate units; the RA1 Vapour-Compression Refrigeration System, and RA2 Air Conditioning System.

The RA1 Vapour-Compression Refrigeration System clearly demonstrates the important features and operation of this type of refrigeration system, including the combined processes of compression, condensation, expansion and evaporation.

The RA2 Air Conditioning Unit is designed to demonstrate the principles behind the sensible heating and cooling of air, and will help students to understand and use psychrometric charts, as well as relative humidity and humidity ratios.

Both systems are fully computer-controlled, and feature a level of accuracy and precision previously unavailable in similar teaching units. This makes the systems suitable for vocational training and in-depth academic analysis, and of interest to engineering and technology departments in universities, colleges and industrial training institutes.

> more information - [www.armfield.co.uk/ra](http://www.armfield.co.uk/ra)
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**Why not sign up to our e-newsletter?**

Delivered to your inbox twice each year, the Open Channel Lite will keep you up to date with all the latest Armfield news and products. It’s quick and easy to sign up - simply visit

[www.armfield.co.uk/signup](http://www.armfield.co.uk/signup)

You will need your reference number: 89234
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Do you have a story to tell about your laboratory or work? Tell it in Factfile, distributed twice a year (Spring & Fall) to nearly 15,000 US academics. We like to have up to 500 words and a picture.

Contact Mike DiLeo at info@armfieldinc.com
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